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Abstract

I compute short-period, high-resolution surface-wave slowness maps for central
Asia using Bayesian tomography. I focus on the region between 69 and 108 degrees east and 29 and 54 degrees north and used seismograms from more than
1100 events. Using multiple-filter and phase-matched filter techniques, I measured the dispersion characteristics of the signals between 6 and 30 seconds period. These Rayleigh-wave group velocity dispersion curves were used to compute
high-resolution, half-degree cell size, slowness tomographic maps. Because short
periods are primarily sensitive to upper crustal structures, the images display low
velocities associated with the Tarim, Junggar, and Qaidam basins. Relatively high
velocities are associated with mountainous tectonic features such as the Tian Shan.
I validated these maps using dispersion curves from 640 events that were not used
to construct the tomographic model. The model predictions show a significant
variance reduction at short and intermediate periods (6 to 15 s) with respect to
the prior model. My model also shows 15% improvement in surface-wave detection
capability with respect to previous 1D models. These high-resolution, short-period
tomography maps can help improve regional magnitude estimations for construction of mb : Ms discriminants. Moreover, the short-period surface-wave tomographic results show unprecedented resolution that reveals greater geologic detail
than has previously been achieved using surface waves, and which give us insight
into the shear-velocity structure of the crust underlying this part of Asia.
I also validate an alternative method to the traditional mb −Ms seismic discriminant. This new technique uses a probability of detection model (PXD) to estimate
the probability that a surface wave detection came from an underground explosion.
I measured noise and signal levels of over 1,300 earthquakes and 26 underground
explosions recorded at the broadband, digital station WMQ in western China. The
PXD analysis shows a reduction of the false alarm rate from 22% to 17% for this
dataset. Using path-dependent attenuation and the previously computed group
iii

velocity values, the false alarm rate decreases even more to 15%. I also present a
new procedure to accurately make Rayleigh wave amplitude measurements and I
compute new surface wave magnitudes, Ms , following the methodology of Marshall
and Basham and the methodology of Russell. The new Ms computed following
Russell´s formulation proved to be an effective mb − Ms discriminant and do not
require farther analysis with the probability of detection model. This finding is of
great importance to seismologists working on seismic discrimination problems.
To end, I implement and apply a method to jointly invert surface-wave group
velocities and free-air gravity observations. Surface-wave dispersion measurements
are sensitive to seismic shear-wave velocities, and the gravity measurements supply constraints on rock density variations. The goal is to obtain a self-consistent
three-dimensional shear-velocity-density model with increased resolution of shallow geologic structures. I apply the method to investigate the structure of the
crust and upper mantle beneath two large central Asian sedimentary basins: the
Tarim and Junggar. The basins have thick sediment sections that produce substantial regional gravity variations (up to several hundred mgal). I used gravity
observations extracted from the global gravity model derived from the GRACE
satellite mission. I combine the gravity anomalies with the previously computed
high-resolution surface-wave slowness tomographic maps that provide group velocity dispersion values in the period range between 8 and 100 s for a grid of
locations across central Asia. To integrate these data, I use a relationship between
seismic velocity and density constructed through the combination of two empirical
relations. One determined by Nafe and Drake, most appropriate for sedimentary
rocks, and a linear Birch´s Law more applicable to denser rocks (the basement).
An iterative, damped least squares inversion including smoothing is used to jointly
model both data sets, using shear-velocity variations as the primary model parameters. Results show high upper-mantle shear velocities beneath the Tarim basin
and suggest differences in lower-crust and upper-mantle shear velocities between
the eastern and western Tarim. Improved knowledge of the shear velocity structure
of these two sedimentary basins is of fundamental importance for understanding
the geodynamic evolution of these large, important tectonic structures.
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Chapter

1

General overview
This PhD dissertation is the result of my last five years of research. As its title
indicates, the research has been focused on surfaces waves and their application to
different geophysical problems. In particular, surface waves have long been used
to study the Earth´s shear velocity structure and to monitor nuclear explosions
with discriminants such as body, mb , to surface wave, Ms , magnitude ratios. I
discuss both subjects through the following Chapters. From a geographical point
of view, the research is focused on central Asia. Central Asia has been the subject
of numerous geophysical studies because of its significance to the understanding
of the formation and evolution of the continents. My research contributes to the
ongoing efforts to understand this complicated but interesting piece of our planet.
The presented study is remarkable in two aspects. Quantitatively, I gathered,
inspected, processed, and handled a very large amount of data to refine previously
existing surface wave slowness models. This is described in Chapter 2. Qualitatively, and I think most importantly, the research presents an innovative and
original technique to image the 3-D shear velocity structure of the crust and upper
mantle. This novel technique is presented and discussed in Chapter 4.
The research can be divided into three large interrelated projects, which are
explained in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. This introductory Chapter is a road map for the
following Chapters. In Chapter 2, I study the dispersion characteristics of fundamental mode Rayleigh waves propagating across a region of central Asia. Surface
waves exhibit a frequency-dependent sensitivity to crustal and mantle structure as
they propagate along the Earth´s surface, causing the wavetrains to disperse. By
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measuring the dispersion of surface waves I compute short-period, high-resolution
surface-wave slowness maps for central Asia using a Bayesian tomography approach. I focus on the region between 69◦ and 108◦ E and 29◦ and 54◦ N and used
seismograms from more than 1100 events. The short-period surface-wave tomographic results show unprecedented resolution that reveals greater geologic detail
than has previously been achieved using surface waves. Because short periods are
primarily sensitive to upper crustal structures, the images display low velocities
associated with the large sedimentary basins in the region: Tarim, Junggar, and
Qaidam basins. Relatively high velocities are associated with mountainous tectonic features such as the Tian Shan. I also validated these maps using dispersion
curves from 640 events that were not used to construct the tomographic model. The
model predictions show a significant variance reduction at short and intermediate
periods with respect to the prior model. My model also shows 15% improvement
in surface-wave detection capability with respect to previous 1D models. These
high-resolution, short-period tomography maps computed in Chapter 2 were the
base for the research developed in Chapters 3 and 4.
Considering that a large part of my research has been economically sustained
by the Ground Nuclear Explosion Monitoring Team at Los Alamos National Laboratory, a natural consequence is the application of the results from Chapter 2 to
somehow improve their detection and monitoring capabilities. This is the focus
of Chapter 3. Effective monitoring of a Comprehensive Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT)
depends in large part on regional broadband seismic data and robust techniques
for accurate location, characterization, and discrimination of small events. One of
the most robust methods for discriminating between explosions and earthquakes
is the Ms : mb discriminant (and its regional variants) which is based on the relative difference between the body wave (mb ) and surface wave (Ms ) magnitude
for a seismic event. But there is uncertainty in the performance of the Ms : mb
discriminant for explosions with small mb . Regional application of this discriminant may be improved if Ms were measured at significantly shorter periods (8 to
12 s period instead of the 20 s presently used). To this end, we must be able to
reliably detect small amplitude surface waves, which may be achieved using phasematched filters. Several researchers have suggested the need of higher resolution
group velocity maps to improve the performance of phase-matched filters. I have
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developed such high-resolution maps in Chapter 2, but found that the performance
is not improved as much as expected. In cases where surface waves travel along
grazing paths near large changes in earth structure, surface waves can be much
more complex and difficult to model. One of the basins in my region of study, the
Tarim basin, is a particularly strong example of a region with substantial velocity
heterogeneity. Recently, Taylor and Patton (2006) presented an alternative to the
traditional Ms : mb discriminant. They developed a new technique using a probability of detection model to estimate the probability that a surface wave detection
came from an underground explosion. In Chapter 3 I validate their method with
an independent data set. I also present a new methodology to accurately make
amplitude measurements and I compute new Ms values following Marshall and
Basham (1972) and Russell (2004). The new Ms computed following Russell´s
(2004) formulation proved to be an effective mb − Ms discriminant and does not
require further analysis with the probability of detection model. This finding is of
great importance to seismologists working on seismic discrimination problems.
The computed tomographic maps from Chapter 2 give us insight into the shearvelocity structure of the crust underlying this part of Asia. Their high resolution
reveals tectonic and geological features of the region under study and motivates
the research in Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, I implement an original and novel technique to jointly invert surface-wave group velocities and free-air gravity observations. The goal is to obtain a self-consistent three-dimensional shear-velocitydensity model with increased resolution of shallow geologic structures. Knowledge
of the three-dimensional continental structure is of fundamental importance to understand crustal generation and its geodynamic evolution. I apply the method to
investigate the structure of the crust and upper mantle beneath the Tarim and
Junggar basins in central Asia. I used gravity observations extracted from the
global gravity model derived from the GRACE satellite mission, and combined
them with the surface-wave slowness tomographic maps computed in Chapter 2.
To integrate these data, I constructed a relationship between seismic velocity and
density through the combination of two existing empirical relations. An iterative,
damped least squares inversion including smoothing is used to jointly model both
data sets, using shear-velocity variations as the primary model parameters. The
resulting model shows high upper-mantle shear velocities beneath the Tarim basin

4
and suggests differences in lower-crust and upper-mantle shear velocities between
the eastern and western Tarim.
Finally, in Chapter 5, I present some concluding remarks from all the previous
chapters, and directions for future work.
I must note here that the contents of Chapter 2 have been recently (2005) published in the Journal of Geophysical Research. Also, Chapter 4 is to be submitted
for publication to the same journal. I am the first author in both papers and I
certify that both papers are my own ideas, and the work of acquisition and analysis
of the data, and the interpretation of results has been done by myself as well as
the writing of both papers.

Chapter

2

High-resolution Rayleigh wave
slowness tomography of central Asia
2.1

Introduction

Surface waves have long been used to study the Earth´s shear velocity structure
and to monitor nuclear explosions with discriminants such as body, mb , to surface
wave, Ms , magnitude ratios. Surface waves exhibit a frequency-dependent sensitivity to crustal and mantle structure as they propagate along the Earth´s surface,
causing the wavetrains to disperse. By measuring the dispersion of surface waves,
average 1-D velocity models can be developed along a great circle path. Surface
wave dispersion studies were abundant during the 1950s and 1960s [see Ewing
et al. (1957), Oliver (1962), Dziewonski (1971), and Knopoff (1972)]. With the
installation of the World Wide Standardized Seismograph Network (WWSSN) in
the 1960s, surface waves became one of the primary sources for investigating the
deeper part of the crust and the upper mantle (e.g.,Patton, 1980; Pines et al., 1980;
Romanowicz, 1982; Wier, 1982; Feng and Teng, 1983; Brandon and Romanowicz,
1986; Bourjot and Romanowicz, 1992). The resolution of these earlier studies was
limited due to the scarcity of the seismic stations and the quality of the data. With
the significant development of the Global Seismic Network (GSN) (Butler et al.,
2004) and computing power, classical dispersion studies can be extended to include
tomographic methods for large number of surface wave dispersion measurements
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over large areas (e.g., Levshin et al., 2001b; Godey et al., 2003).
Central Asia has been the subject of numerous geophysical studies because of its
significance to the understanding of the formation and evolution of the continents.
In particular, there have been a number of surface wave dispersion studies across
this area (e.g., Chen and Molnar, 1975; Bird and Töksoz, 1977; Jobert et al., 1985;
Levshin et al., 1992, 1994; Levshin and Ritzwoller, 1995; Curtis and Woodhouse,
1997). Wu et al. (1997) presented a Rayleigh wave group velocity model of Siberia,
China and vicinity areas for periods between 30 and 70 s. Ritzwoller and Levshin
(1998) computed Rayleigh and Love wave group velocity maps on a large spatial
scale (all of Eurasia) and for a broad period band (20−200 s). Ritzwoller et al.
(1998) presented a study of intermediate period (10−40 s) Rayleigh and Love wave
dispersion across central Asia, western China, and parts of the Middle East. More
recently, Huang et al. (2003) published the result of a Rayleigh wave tomography
study of China and neighboring regions for periods between 10 and 184 s. In
general, the resulting tomographic images of these studies agree well with each
other and correlate with known geologic and tectonic features. Using shorter period
surface waves improves the resolution of the shear-velocity structure of the crust,
but shorter period surface waves are usually difficult to observe and measure.
The most successful seismic discriminant between explosions and shallow earthquakes is based on differences between the two magnitudes mb and Ms (Stevens and
Day, 1985), which are determined from amplitudes of P waves and Rayleigh waves
respectively. Currently, 20 s period Rayleigh waves are used for teleseismic mb -Ms
discriminants. However, for small magnitude (mb < 4) disturbances recorded at
regional distances, 20 s period surface waves are not typically observed. Taylor et
al. (1989) showed the apparent inability to obtain Ms measurements below mb ∼ 4
for the explosions. However, the earthquakes are recorded at lower magnitudes and
this suggests the use of negative evidence discriminants for ruling out explosions
(e.g., Anderson et al., 1999). But in order to lower the Ms detection threshold, it is
necessary to exploit surface waves with periods shorter than 20 s, and to enhance
the shorter period surface wave signal requires accurate group velocity maps at
shorter periods.
In order to obtain high-resolution dispersion maps and to reduce detection
thresholds in the region to discriminate explosions and earthquakes at lower mag-
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nitudes, I study the dispersion characteristics of fundamental Rayleigh waves propagating across a small region of central Asia. I focus on developing high-resolution,
half a degree cell size, slowness tomography maps from 6 s to 30 s period using a
Bayesian tomography method (Tarantola, 1987). The Bayesian framework allows
us to integrate large-scale and high-resolution tomographic models from other studies as prior background models, and to insure that the new regional model blends
into these prior background models. I briefly summarize the main geological and
tectonic features of the area under study. I follow with a discussion of the data
used and the method of measurement employed to produce the group velocity dispersion curves. I then introduce the Bayesian approach to tomography and present
a sampling of the computed slowness maps, followed by a brief discussion. I then
describe my efforts to validate my refined models with independent data and compare these results with previous studies in the region. I show that I am obtaining
high-resolution images that closely mimic geological features in the region.

2.2

Tectonic Setting

Central Eurasia is an amalgamation of continental blocks that began forming in the
early Paleozoic [Zonenshain et al., 1990, Segnör, 1984, 1987] (Figure 2.1). One of
the main events in its evolutionary history is the collision of the Indian subcontinent
into Eurasia which began 50-70 million years ago (Molnar and Tapponier, 1975).
The collision has resulted in the uplift of the Himalayan front and the Tibetan
plateau, the reactivation of the Tian Shan orogen, and affected regions as far
north as the Baikal rift (Molnar and Tapponier, 1975; Yin and Harrison, 2000).
The area has been the subject of numerous studies since it presents an important
framework for the understanding of the formation and evolution of continents.
The study area is located between 69◦ and 108◦ E longitude and 29◦ and 54◦
N latitude, containing only continental areas. Three of the biggest sedimentary
basins in China are within this study region: the Tarim, Junggar, and Qaidam
basins. The largest, the Tarim, is 560,000 km2 in extent, located between the Tian
Shan to the north, the western Kunlun Shan and the Altyn Tagh Shan to the
south and southeast, and the Pamir to the west (Figure 2.1). It has a complicated
history of deformation (see Tian et al., 1989). Archean and Proterozoic rocks
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Figure 2.1. Topographic map of my region of study and surrounding areas. Distribution
of major fault zones is indicated with bold lines. Strike-slip faults are represented by
half-arrows on either side of the fault indicating the sense of slip. Thrust faults are
represented by thick lines decorated with triangular teeth pointing to the overriding
plate. Large arrows show the average motion of the Indian plate. Small arrows indicate
local motion (after Qin et al., 2002).

form the deeply buried basement, and the sedimentary cover ranges from 17 km
within major depression centers to 5 km in the central uplift. The Junggar basin,
triangular in shape, is located to the northeast of the Tarim, between the Altay
Shan to the north, the Tian Shan to the south, and the Western Junggar mountains
to the northwest (Figure 2.1). Its extent is 130,000 km2 and it is underlain by a
sedimentary sequence more than 11 km thick [Patton et al., 1985; Chen and Qin,
1989]. The Qaidam basin has an area of 120,000 km2 and it is located near the
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northern edge of the Tibetan Plateau, bounded by the Altyn and Qilian mountains
on the north and the Kunlun in the south (Figure 2.1). The sedimentary thickness
has been estimated to range from 8 to 15 km [Gu and Di, 1989].
Besides the natural interest of the oil and gas industries in these basins, the
study of their crust and upper mantle structures is of great importance for understanding collisional orogenesis. Most of the tectonic studies across Asia have been
focused on the Tibetan Plateau and other mountain belts. However, intermountain
basins across central Asia such as the Tarim Basin has played an important role in
the evolution of Eurasia, behaving as secondary “indenter” transmitting collisional
stresses to the northern mountain ranges [e.g., Molnar and Tapponier, 1975; Neil
and Houseman, 1997]. The fact that Asia is an active continent that possesses a
significant intracontinental seismicity, together with the good broadband station
coverage across most of Eurasia make surface wave tomography a powerful seismological tool to image the crust and upper mantle structures in the region. In
this chapter the focus is on obtaining high-resolution tomographic images in the
region using shorter period surface waves and investigating the implications of the
models for seismic discrimination.

2.3

Observations

The region for the data collection was limited to the area enclosed by 35◦ N to 50◦ N
latitude and 70◦ E to 95◦ E longitude. The larger extent of the final region of study
was chosen to avoid border effects on the tomography inversion. I used the United
States Geological Survey (USGS) Preliminary Determination of Epicenters (PDE)
catalog to guide the collection of waveform data archived at the Incorporated
Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) Data Management Center (DMC).
For the computation of the group velocity curves, I used the earthquake locations
from the National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) reports. I retrieved
broadband waveform data from more than 1100 events that occurred in the area
between January 1997 and May 2002. No magnitude constraints were imposed
to improve the dispersion measurement at short periods, but the event depth is
constrained between the surface and 100 km depth. Waveforms were obtained from
4 different networks (IRIS/USGS, IRIS/IDA, Chinese Digital Seismic Network,
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and Geoscope) comprising 11 individual broadband, digital seismic stations (AAK,
BRVK, KURK, LSA, LZH, MAKZ, NIL, TLY, ULN, WMQ, WUS) (Figure 2.2). I
was unable to obtain waveforms from two of the stations, GAR (Garm, Tajikistan)
and NVS (Novosibirsk, Russia), since they were no longer in operation in the time
period of my chosen events.
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Figure 2.2. Topographic map of the region of central Asia under study. The black
box encloses the data collection area. Events are shown as circles of different colors
depending of the event depth: yellow for depths up to 30 km, red from 30 to 60 km, blue
for deeper events (up to 100 km), and gray when depth is 33 km, which means that it is
unknown. Stations used are shown as black triangles.
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2.4

Surface Wave Dispersion Measurements

Measuring the dispersion characteristics of the surface wave signals involves several steps. During preprocessing, to avoid background seismic noise (microseisms
or body waves arriving at the same time as surface waves), I inspected the raw
seismograms for all events considered. I performed a visual check of the quality
of the waveform data to insure reasonable signal-to-noise ratios and to eliminate
erroneous recordings. For the reliable waveforms, the instrument response was
removed, and the seismograms were decimated to 1 sample/s.
Asia is structurally complex which not only makes interpretation in terms of
structural models difficult, but also complicates the waveforms on which the measurement method is applied. This is especially true on regional seismograms at
shorter periods. For example, in areas of large velocity contrasts such as the area
around the Tarim basin, and particularly for near-grazing incidence paths and at
high frequencies, the Rayleigh waves would split into two waves (one traveling
around the basin and another passing through it), causing multiple surface wave
arrivals [Stevens et al., 2004]. I did not consider in my study suspicious dispersion curves that showed some evidence of this problem during the measurement.
I applied a multiple-filter analysis of the seismograms [Dziewonski et al., 1969;
Herrmann, 1973] to estimate the surface wave group velocities. A narrow-band
Gaussian filter with peak amplitude centered at the desired period is applied to
the original seismogram in the frequency domain. The peak of the envelope of the
corresponding time domain signal is used as an estimate of the group-delay time.
Assuming that the wave followed the great-circle arc between the source and the
receiver, the group velocity for a given period is estimated by dividing the epicentral distance by the group arrival time. The process is repeated for each period of
interest and is plotted versus group velocity.
Once group velocities have been estimated, a mode isolation filter [Herrin and
Goforth, 1977] can be constructed and applied to the signal to isolate the fundamental mode. This phase-match filtering technique provides smooth and stable
spectral amplitudes, so the final results are less contaminated by higher modes
and multipathing arrivals simplifying the estimation of signal phase. Figure 2.3
shows an example of the group velocity estimation procedure for Rayleigh waves.
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A contour diagram of the seismogram envelope is displayed where the Rayleigh
wave group velocity estimates are identified by red diamonds, the spline fit to the
measurements by the blue line, and the black triangles are a reference curve, which
in this case is Jih´s [1998] China crustal model. The reference curve serves as a
guide for picking a stable frequency window, but it is not used in the inversion.
I window the group velocity measurements by choosing a period range where the
curves are continuous. The seismogram is also displayed along the group velocity
axis, and the amplitude spectrum and the sample points are shown along with the
USGS low and high noise curves [Peterson, 1993].

Figure 2.3. Display illustrating the method used to measure group velocities from an
earthquake (2 May 1995, 11:48:00) recorded 1665.7 km far away, with an azimuth of 51.5,
at station TLY, Talaya, Russia . (left) A contour diagram of the seismogram envelope.
Warm colors indicate bigger amplitudes and cold colors represent smaller amplitudes.
The Rayleigh wave group velocity points are identified by red diamonds, the spline-fit
of the group velocities is depicted by the blue line, and the reference curve, which in
this case is Jih´s [1998] China crustal model, is plotted as black triangles. (middle) The
seismogram is displayed along the group velocity axis. (right) The amplitude spectrum
and the sample points are shown along with the USGS low- and high-noise curves.

Unfortunately, due to some of the moderate earthquake magnitudes and short
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path lengths, reliable group velocity measurements could not be obtained for every
single event-station pair and at the desired period range. Therefore, the final path
coverage is not uniform for all the periods and the lower the period of interest,
the less dense the ray path coverage. Figure 2.4 shows the ray path coverage at
four different periods (6, 10, 20, and 30 s). The path numbers start decreasing for
periods over 25 s. In this study I am interested in the short period range (up to
30 s), but my dispersion measurements extend up to over 100 s. I focus on the
measurements from 6-30 s.
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Figure 2.4. Maps of the region under study showing Rayleigh wave great circle raypaths
representing the data used in the tomographic inversions at a) T = 6 s, b) T = 10 s, c)
T = 20 s, and d) T = 30 s.
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2.5

Bayesian Tomography

I used the Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion curves to compute slowness
tomography maps for individual periods. I divided the region of study into a 0.5◦
x 0.5◦ grid of constant slownesses. The goal is to find the slowness model consistent
with the measured traveltime (group delay) data. Let d be the measured traveltime
m vector such d = (d1 , d2 , ..., dm ) where di is the traveltime along the ith ray path.
Then m is the model slowness n vector m = (m1 , m2 , ..., mn ) with mj being the
slowness of the jth cell, satisfying
d = Gm

(2.1)

where G is an m x n matrix whose elements lij are determined by the ith ray path
through the jth cell of the model. I assume a first-order path, the great circle.
The inversion problem is reduced to solving the system of linear equations in
(2.1). For that I used a Bayesian approach [Tarantola, 1987; Taylor et al., 2003].
PL (d, m) = PG (d|m)PP (d, m)

(2.2)

where PG (d|m) is the conditional probability of the data given the model parameters in (2.1), PP (d,m) is the prior joint probability distribution of the data and the
prior model parameters, and PL (d,m) is the joint posterior probability distribution
used to find the maximum-likelihood point given the most probable combination of
predicted data and model parameters. Assuming independence of the input data
and the prior model parameters
PP (d, m) = PP (d)PP (m)

(2.3)

The solution to (2.1) is given by the marginal distribution of PL (d,m)
Z

Z
PL (d, m)dd = PP (m)

PL (d, m) =
D

PP (d)PG (d|m)dd

(2.4)

D

For the general linear Gaussian case (least squares), the solution to equation
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(2.1) is given by [Tarantola, 1987]
−1 −1 T −1
hmi = mp + [GT C−1
d G + Cm ] G Cd (d − Gmp )

(2.5)

where the brackets indicate that we are dealing with a mean value and mp is the a
priori model, Cd is the data covariance matrix, and Cm is the covariance of the a
priori model. The superscript T means transpose, and the superscript −1 means
inverse. Although I am experimenting with full covariance matrices for the data
and the model parameters as a way to decluster the events and to smooth the final
models, for now the data and model parameters are considered independent and
their covariance matrices are assumed to be diagonal.
(Cd )ij = (σd2 )ij δij

(2.6)

2
(Cm )ij = (σm
)ij δij

(2.7)

As mentioned before, one of the advantages of using a Bayesian framework is
that statistical characteristics of the data and the a priori information are utilized
in the inversion to constrain the results and also their uncertainties [Tarantola,
1987]. When using Gaussian models, the posterior model CM and the data CD
uncertainties are given by
−1 −1
CM = [GT C−1
d G + Cm ]

(2.8)

CD = GCM GT

(2.9)

and the resolution matrix is given by
R = I − CM C−1
m

(2.10)

Where there is no data, we shouldn´t have resolution. From equation (2.8) it
can be seen that where there is no ray coverage, the posterior model uncertainty
is approximately equal to the prior model uncertainty (i.e., CM ≈ Cm ), and from
equation (2.10) that implies that R ≈ 0 in regions without data.
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2.5.1

The a Priori Model

One of the advantages of using a Bayesian approach is that large-scale and wellaccepted tomographic models from previous studies can be used as an a priori
background model. However, I could not find a single group velocity model in
the literature that would cover my entire region of study for the entire bandwidth
of interest. I integrated group-velocity maps from different research groups to
construct a composite a priori model for the area. Ritzwoller and Levshin [1998]
computed the group-velocity maps of Rayleigh waves from 20 to 200 s for the
Eurasia continent. Levshin et al. [2001a, 2002] obtained Rayleigh wave groupvelocity dispersion measurements between 7 and 20 s period and inverted them to
obtained tomographic models for the region confined between 10 to 50 N and 20
to 140 E. Stevens et al. [2001] calculated global group-velocity maps for a period
range from 4 s up to 400 s from their global crust and upper mantle structure
model. These maps were evaluated [Yang et al., 2002] and proved to be suitable
to construct an a priori model for the region of interest.
Restricted by the individual frequencies that the mentioned studies cover, I
constructed my composite prior model for periods of 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 25,
and 30 seconds for this study (longer periods were also considered and computed
but those maps are not the focus of this chapter). Figure 2.5 illustrates the coverage
of the maps used in constructing the composite a priori model, together with my
region of interest. I used the model provided by Stevens et al. [2001] for the 6
s composite map, and the models by Ritzwoller and Levshin [1998] were used for
periods of 25 and 30 s. For the remaining periods (8 to 20 s), I used the maps
from Levshin et al. [2001a, 2002] for the region south of 50◦ N, meanwhile for
the north portion, between 50◦ and 54◦ N, the Stevens et al. [2001] model was
integrated except for the period of 20 s that I used the Ritzwoller and Levshin
[1998] map to fill in that uncovered northernmost portion. The resulting groupvelocity composite map has one-degree cell size and it is consistent with the main
tectonic features of the region.
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Figure 2.5. Geographic coverage of the different group-velocity maps used in constructing the a priori map. Note that Stevens et al.´s [2001] maps are global. Also shown in
a light gray box is the region under study.

2.5.2

Event Declustering

Many tomographic studies often do not explicitly include any penalty for event
clusters. My data set exhibits considerable source-region redundancy (Figure 2.4)
which could bias the inversion results, i.e., cluster of events following the same
path to the same stations would produce an “overweight” of that path in the
inversion scheme. This is often manifested as a pronounced “streakin” between
event clusters and particular stations in tomographic maps. Giving no weight
to the clustered measurements has drawbacks. It is not possible to identify the
measurements that should be kept and those that should be discarded; every single
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measurement provides useful information. Furthermore, taking the average of the
measurements in a cluster could significantly change the matrix G in equation 2.1.
Event mislocations may also have an effect on the estimation of the tomographic
maps. If we substitute event clusters by the average, we would be introducing
additional source of uncertainty as we choose an epicenter location for that average
path. Therefore, instead of taking the approach of averaging the measurements in
a cluster, I retain all the dispersion measurements but I moderate their influence
by using the cell declustering method described by Isaaks and Srivastava [1989].
The cell declustering method uses a moving window to calculate how many
measurements fall within particular regions or cells. Each measurement receives
a weight that is inversely proportional to the number of events that fall within
the same cell. In this way, clustered events will be downweighted because the
cells in which they are located will contain several other events. In this case, this
weighting factor is incorporated in the data covariance matrix Cd . Therefore, the
data covariance matrix, which represents the data weighting, has two contributions
or subweights: the error in the traveltime data (obtained from the dispersion
measurement error by propagation of errors to a first order) and the declustering
weight factor.

2.6

Rayleigh Wave Slowness Maps

To quantify the importance and the effect of the a priori information, I first computed my model using a homogeneous background model. I inverted group velocities with periods between 10 and 30 s at 5-s intervals using a conjugate gradientbased least squares inversion. Laplacian smoothness constraints were used to stabilize the inversion. I performed an initial inversion to identify outliers, which
were down weighted for the inversion that produced the results shown in Figure
2.6. The variance reduction from the inversion is about 30%, which could be improved with data weighting and constraint tuning, but that is beyond the goal for
these inversions. Here my point is to illustrate the gross resolving power of the
data with no a priori model. Figure 2.6 shows the tomography results in this case
for periods of 10 and 20 s as an example. The tomographic slowness values are
superimposed on a topographic map to ease the identification of plains and basins
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from mountains. The color scale used is different for each map to keep the details
in each image. The images reproduce, with high fidelity, the location and shape of
main tectonic and geological features of the region under study proving the imaging power of my data. Low velocities are associated with sedimentary basins such
as the Tarim, the Junggar, and the Qaidam basins; meanwhile high velocities are
associated with mountainous features such as the Tian Shan.

Figure 2.6. Rayleigh wave slowness maps computed without background model for
periods of (left) 10 s and (right) 20 s. The slowness values are s/km. Note the different
color scale for each map.

Once the imaging resolution of my data set has been confirmed, I computed
Rayleigh wave slowness tomography maps using the Bayesian approach with the a
priori model described in the previous section. For the present study, these models
were obtained at 9 different periods from 6 to 30 seconds. Figure 2.7 shows the
obtained absolute slowness model at 6, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 seconds. Note that
the color scale used is different for each map to keep the details in each image.
The longer the period, the deeper the Rayleigh wave energy penetrates. Thus,
longer-period Rayleigh waves contain more information about the deep velocity
structure, and shorter periods are primarily sensitive to upper crustal structures.
In general, a good approximation is that surface waves sample to a depth of their
wavelength divided by three [Fowler, 1990]. Since I am considering slowness models
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up to 30 seconds, I am only focusing in the upper to mid crust.
T = 6s

T = 10s

T = 15s

T = 20s

T = 25s

T = 30s

Figure 2.7. Rayleigh wave slowness maps for different periods. The slowness values are
expressed in s/km. Note that the color scale is different for each map.

The tomographic patterns in my model correlate well with known geologic and
tectonic features in the area with the shorter period maps reflecting the shallow
crust. Accumulations of relatively young sediments across Eurasia are among the
greatest due to the continuing rapid uplift across much of central Asia [Ritzwoller
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and Levshin, 1998]. The tomographic images display low velocities associated with
the known major sedimentary basins, Tarim, Junggar and Quaidam basins, in the
area of central Asia under study. Higher velocities are associated with mountainous
tectonic features such as the Tian Shan. Note that in the image at 6 s period
(Figure 2.7), not the whole Tarim basin shows slow as it would be expected due to
the short period of sampling and the thick sediments present in the basin. Analysis
suggest that this is a combination of the fact that the a priori model, at 6 s period,
shows a similar velocity distribution in the basin, and that my ray path coverage
in the area at 6 seconds is not sufficient (Figure 2.4). However I do not discard
the possibility of this being related to the great circle path approximation when
there is a deep low velocity zone. Ritzwoller et al. [2002a] studied the significant
differences in surface wave tomography between using geometrical ray theory and
scattering theory. They found the greatest differences between the two methods
at long periods for long paths, but also found differences at short periods and for
short wave paths. On average, diffraction tomography produces larger velocity
anomalies and also affects the geometrical pattern of the tomographic features. As
the period increases, the imprint of the sedimentary layers diminishes but it does
not disappear completely. Synthetic tests showed that the influence of very thick
(∼ 15 km) layers of sediments over a thick crust remains present at longer periods
than it would if there was a thin crust. Therefore my slowness maps for periods
over 20 s are influenced not only by the thickness of the crust but also by the thick
sediments. As an example, the Tibetan plateau appears as a low velocity zone in
my slowness maps at 25 and 30 s due to its thick crust (Figure 2.7), but we can
still observe the influence of the thick sediments in the basin.
The importance of the imposed information (a priori model) in the Bayesian
approach is shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. Figure 2.8 shows the composite a priori
model (left) used in the tomographic inversion for periods of 10 s (top) and 20
s (bottom). These maps are very similar to the ones presented in Figure 2.7 for
the corresponding periods. At first glance, it seems that there is no significant
difference between the a priori model and the refined model, suggesting that my
inversion does not produce significant new information. However, Figure 2.6 clearly
shows the imaging power of my data, and the maps to the right in Figure 2.8
showing the relative difference between the prior and this study maps, demonstrate
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that there are significant differences between the a priori information and the final
computed model. These differences, shown to be improvements in the next section,
are mainly at the shorter end of this study period band, mostly from 6 to 15
seconds. These shorter periods are the interesting ones for my final goal to extent
the surface wave magnitude estimates to shorter periods and smaller events to
reduce the present seismic detection threshold. As period increases the differences
between the a priori maps and the refined maps become less significant and my
tomographic maps are very close to the initial ones (Figure 2.8d), demonstrating
that my observations at those periods do not contain more information that the
prior model.
Figure 2.9 shows the importance of the nature of the prior information. For the
most part, my initial maps [Levshin et al., 2001a] are the result of an inversion that
used a pretty detailed crustal model as a starting model [Villaseñor et al., 2001].
This fact together with the importance of the a priori information in the Bayesian
framework allow us to obtain high-resolution tomographic images of the region that
show geological features in the area besides the large basins. In particular, Figure
2.9 shows two images of my computed slowness map at 10 s (Figure 2.9 (bottom)
was plotted saturating the higher end of a multi-color palette in order to be able
to show features outside the basin). Slower velocities correlate with the Manjaer
depression where the sedimentary cover, consisting of Proterozoic and Phanerozoic
sequences, reaches 17 km depth [Li et al., 1996]. Faster velocities are associated
with the Bachu uplift that may be correlated with the tectonic unloading of some
sections of the Tian Shan belt since late Miocene [Yang and Liu, 2002]. Even some
of the Cenozoic sedimentary cover between Pre-Cenozoic rocks north of the basin
[Carroll et al., 2001], shows in my slowness model (Figure 2.9, bottom).
The standard errors on the computed slowness are shown in Figure 2.10 for
the tomographic maps at periods of 10 s (Figure 2.10, left) and 20 s (Figure 2.10,
right). Resolution maps are similar to these (i.e., smaller error areas are zones of
higher resolution). Not unexpectedly, the slowness map for 20 s period has smaller
error than the map at 10 s since it has better ray path coverage. Also, the smallest
errors for each period are found where the density of crossing ray paths is highest.
From equation (2.8), it can be seen that CM ≈ Cm where there is no ray path
coverage, so the posterior model error is approximately equal to the a priori model
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Figure 2.8. (a) Composite a priori map used for the tomographic inversion at 10
s. (b) Relative difference map between the refined and the reference models at 10 s.
(c) Composite a priori map used for the tomographic inversion at 20 s. (d) Relative
difference map between the refined and the reference models at 20 s.

error outside the region where I collected data.
The fit to the data used for the computation of my slowness model is shown
in Figure 2.11. The residual distributions for the different periods are Gaussianlike with a mean ranging from 0.01 km/s to 0.03 km/s depending on the period,
and with standard deviations ranging from 0.15 km/s to 0.19 km/s (Figure 2.11,
top). As expected, residuals increase with group delay (Figure 2.11, bottom) and
I obtained larger residuals for longer paths.
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Figure 2.9. (top) Computed slowness model at 10 s period. Some of the main features
of the Tarim basin such as the Manjaer depression and the central uplift are obvious in
my refined model. (bottom) The same slowness model plotted in a different color scale
to show that even some of the Cenozoic sedimentary cover north of the basin is apparent
in my model.

2.7

Seismic Discrimination Implications

One of the most successful discriminants is based on the differences between the
two magnitudes mb and Ms [e.g. Stevens and Day, 1985], which are determined
from amplitudes of P waves and Rayleigh waves respectively. Accurate slowness
maps will facilitate the estimation of Ms near 20 s period. However, for small mag-
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Figure 2.10. Standard errors on the slowness values for the tomographic model at (left)
10 s and (right) 20 s periods. Stations used are represented by the white triangles.

nitude (mb < 4) disturbances recorded at regional distances, 20 s period surface
waves are not typically observed and/or measured. Because of crustal structure
effects, high-amplitude Airy phases (occurring at group velocity minima) at intermediate periods (e.g. 10-14 s) are more commonly observed. Shorter periods (T
< 10 s) are usually contaminated by microseismic noise and are disrupted by heterogeneous near-surface velocity structure. Although intermediate period surface
waves for small regional disturbances have lower detection thresholds than those
at 20 seconds, they are more affected by source depth (making earthquakes appear
more explosion like) and propagation. Thus, intermediate-period mb - Ms discriminants may appear to be more explosion-like for earthquakes occurring below
mid crustal depths. Taylor et al. [1989] showed the apparent inability to obtain
Ms measurements below mb ∼ 4 for the explosions. This is because explosions
only weakly generate shear waves that contribute to surface waves. However, the
earthquakes are recorded at lower magnitudes and this suggests the use of negative evidence discriminants for ruling out explosions [e.g., Anderson et al., 1999].
If a surface wave can be detected below mb ∼ 3.5 it is likely that the event was
a shallow earthquake and not an explosion (thus eliminating the need for further
analysis). In order to lower the Ms detection threshold, it is necessary to explore
surfaces waves with periods shorter than 20 s. Enhancing the shorter period sur-
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Figure 2.11. Fit to the data used in the tomographic inversion. (top) Mean of the
residual, obtained by subtracting the measurements from the predictions, as a function
of period with one standard deviation of the residual as error bars. (bottom) Residual
as a function of group delay. Data for all periods are included.

face wave signal requires group velocity maps accurate at shorter periods and for
shorter paths.
To test the effectiveness of my model, I assembled independent data that were
not used in the computation of the slowness models. I retrieved broadband waveform data from 641 events that occurred in the area (35◦ -50◦ N, 70◦ -95◦ E) between
January 1993 and December 1996. The digital stations that recorded the events
were the same as previously used. Figure 2.12 is a map of the location of these
independent events along with the stations. I measured the dispersion curves along
the new event-station pairs paths, as described above. The total number of measurements is 8328. As a note, let me mention here that, just for completeness of
this study and a posteriori, I actually used these new data for a full inversion of
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the whole data set (1993-2002). As it was expected, I found no significant change
in the output model because of the similar location distribution of the new events.
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Figure 2.12. Map of the study region showing the epicenters of the independent events
used for the validation of my slowness model. The stations used, shown as open triangles,
are the same ones as those in Figure 2.2.

To evaluate the performance of my slowness model in predicting the independent measurements, I first calculated the differences between measured and predicted group velocity values and analyzed the residual distribution. Figure 2.13
shows the results of the residual analysis for my slowness model and for the a
priori model. The predictions match the data closely and better than the a priori model. The difference in performance is most obvious at shorter periods (up
to 15 seconds). Residual distributions obtained by subtracting the measurements
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from my predictions for individual periods are Gaussian-like with a mean close to
zero (from -0.02 km/s to +0.02 km/s depending on the period) and with standard
deviations ranging from 0.18 to 0.23 km/s. Considering all the periods together,
the residuals range between -0.5 and +0.5 km/s. Also the residual distribution for
each individual station is Gaussian-like with a close to zero mean.
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Figure 2.13. Residual analysis results. (a) Average group velocities from the measurements and my model predictions. (b) Average group velocities from the measurements
and the a priori model predictions. Comparison of both plots shows the improvement,
especially at shorter periods, obtained by using the refined model.

I also considered another parameter of misfit as the variance reduction relative
to the a priori model for each period of interest. I defined the variance reduction
(γ) for each period as
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X
i
γ =1− X

(Uipred − Uiobs )2

(Uiprior − Uiobs )2

(2.11)

i

where i is the event-station path index, Uipred is my model predicted group velocity
for path i, Uiobs is the measured group velocity for path i, and Uiprior is the a
priori predicted group velocity for path i. Figure 2.14 shows the results of the
variance reduction calculation. Once again, the improvement is most apparent for
the shortest periods, which is desirable for seismic discrimination. The variance
reduction values are not that large, but it is not surprising considering that the
a priori model is a composite of well-accepted tomographic models for the region.
To show overall performance, I also calculated the variance reduction relative to a
constant model. This constant model is equal to the mean slowness of my model
for each period. The results are also presented in Figure 2.14 and the achievement
of larger variance reduction can be seen.
I further evaluate the performance of my slowness model using a surface wave
detection method [Stevens and McLaughlin, 2001] and test for the improvement
of my model in detecting surface waves with respect to a 1-D China model [Jih,
1998] and the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM from Dziewonski and
Anderson [1981]). The method applies multiple band-pass filters to the data and
measures the arrival time of the peak amplitude at each period. If a certain
percentage of the measurements fall within the time range predicted by my slowness
maps, the method declares a surface wave detection. The equation used to define
the arrival time interval for a detection is
∆
∆
− po T − to < t <
+ po T + to
vp + vo
vp − vo

(2.12)

where ∆ is the epicentral distance, vp is the predicted group velocity, T is the
period, and vo , po , and to are constants that the user can use to adjust the width
of the arrival time interval. I followed Stevens and McLaughlin [2001] and set
these constants to 0.2 km/s, 1, and 0 s, respectively. The surface wave detection
is considered successful if 70% of the measurements fall within the time interval
defined as above. The number of surface wave detections using group velocity
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Figure 2.14. Variance reduction relative to two different velocity models as a function
of period. Circles are the variance reduction of my refined slowness model relative to
the a priori background composite model used in the Bayesian inversion. Stars are the
values of variance reduction relative to a constant model, which is equal to the mean
slowness of my refined model for each period.

predictions calculated from the Preliminary Reference Earth Model [Dziewonski
and Anderson, 1981] is 71. Using Jih´s [1998] China crustal model, I obtain 420
detections; meanwhile, using the maps computed in this study, the number of
detections is 485. The use of my group velocity maps increased the number of
surface wave detections by 15% with respect to using the China model.
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2.8

Conclusions

I have refined previous Rayleigh wave group velocity tomographic maps in central
Asia using a Bayesian framework. I analyzed waveform data from more than 1100
events recorded by 11 seismic stations in a small region of central Asia. These
recordings produced more than 6500 paths, and I estimated individual dispersion
curves for each of them performing a multiple filter analysis together with the application of phase match filter techniques. The inversion of these dispersion curves
using a Bayesian approach produced Rayleigh wave slowness tomography maps in
the period band between 6 and 30 s. The refined maps are close to the background
model at long periods but they contain significant additional information at the
shorter periods (6-15 s) and the grid size is smaller (0.5 compared to 1 for the a
priori model). Additionally, my model shows high resolution and correlates well
with the tectonics and geology of the area. In general, the tomographic images
display low velocities associated with the known sedimentary basins such as Tarim,
Junggar, and Qaidam basins. High velocities relate to the mountainous tectonic
features such as Tian Shan. I have also evaluated the effectiveness of my model in
predicting measured data and show that my images improve seismic discrimination, especially at shorter periods. In particular, improved short-period slowness
maps lower the Ms detection thresholds for construction of regional mb :Ms discriminants, a useful and robust discriminant for nuclear explosion monitoring.

Chapter

3

Ms : mb discriminants for small
explosions
3.1

Introduction

Effective monitoring of a Comprehensive Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) depends in
large part on regional broadband seismic data and robust techniques for accurate
location, characterization, and discrimination of small events. One of the most
robust methods for discriminating between explosions and earthquakes is the Ms :
mb discriminant (and its regional variants) which is based on the relative difference
between the body wave (mb ) and surface wave (Ms ) magnitude for a seismic event
[e.g., Stevens and Day, 1985; Patton and Walter, 1993; Stevens and McLaughlin,
2001]. Ms scales include those defined for teleseismic Rayleigh waves with periods
near 20 seconds [ e.g., Gutenberg, 1945; von Seggern, 1977; Yacoub, 1983] as well
as scales developed for both regional and teleseismic distances and for variable
periods [e.g., Evernde, 1971; Basham, 1971; Marshall and Basham, 1972; Rezapour
and Pearce, 1998]. For a given mb , earthquakes often generate substantially more
surface wave energy than explosions because of the shear energy radiated from the
faulting process, and thus are characterized by larger surface wave magnitudes and
have lower detection thresholds. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1, which shows an
mb − Ms plot for regional signals from the Nevada Test Site explosions and western
U.S. earthquakes (Taylor et al., 1989). The figure shows the apparent inability to
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obtain Ms measurements below mb ∼ 3.8 for the explosions. This is because
explosions only weakly generate shear waves that contribute to surface waves.
However, the earthquakes are recorded at lower magnitudes and this has suggested
the use of negative evidence discriminants for ruling out explosions [e.g., Elvers,
1974; Anderson et al., 1999]. If a surface wave can be detected below mb ∼ 3.5
it is likely that the event was a shallow earthquake and not an explosion (thus
eliminating the need for further analysis). Therefore, most of the Ms measurements
determined for explosion sources are for events with mb greater than 4.5; thus, there
is uncertainty in the performance of the Ms : mb discriminant for explosions with
smaller mb .
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Figure 3.1. mb − Ms discriminant (where a = 0.7) for western U.S. earthquakes and
Nevada Test Site explosions. The plot suggests the apparent inability to obtain Ms
measurements below mb ∼ 3.8 for the explosions (after Taylor et al., 1989).

At regional distances and for small magnitude (mb < 4) disturbances, 20 s
period surface waves are not typically observed and/or measured [e.g., Denny et
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al., 1987; Bonner et al, 2003]. High-amplitude Airy phases (occurring at group velocity minima) at intermediate periods (e.g. 10-14 s) are more commonly observed
because of crustal structure effects. Shorter periods (T < 10 s) are usually contaminated by microseismic noise and are disrupted by heterogeneous near-surface
velocity structure. Although intermediate period surface waves for small regional
disturbances have lower detection thresholds than those at 20 seconds, they are
more affected by source depth (making earthquakes appear more explosion like)
and propagation. Thus, to accurately measure surface waves amplitudes in order
to estimate Ms is a challenging task for small magnitude events.
Regional application of the Ms : mb discriminant may be improved if Ms were
measured at significantly shorter periods (8 to 12 s period). To this end, we must
be able to reliably detect small amplitude surface waves which may be achieved
using phase-matched filters (Herrin and Goforth, 1977; Russell et al., 1988; Levshin
and Ritzwoller, 2001). Phase-matched filters improve the signal-to-noise ratio of
weak surface wave signals by compressing the dispersed surface wave signal and
removing the effects of microseismic noise, multipathing, body waves, higher order
surface waves, and coda ( Stevens and McLaughlin, 1997; Pasyanos et al., 1999;
Yang et al., 2002). But designing such filters requires perfect knowledge of surface
wave propagation across the region of interest. Much effort has been put into
constructing high-resolution group velocity maps at short periods [e.g., Levshin et
al., 2001, 2002; Maceira et al., 2005]. However, the performance of phase matched
filters did not always improve as much as expected. In cases where surface waves
travel along grazing paths near large changes in earth structure, surface waves can
be much more complex and difficult to model (Stevens et al., 2004). One of the
basins in my region of study, the Tarim basin, is a particularly strong example of
a region with substantial velocity heterogeneity.
Taylor and Patton (2006) presented an alternative to the traditional Ms : mb
discriminant. They developed an innovative technique using a probability of detection model (PXD) to estimate the probability that a surface wave detection
came from an underground explosion. In the following I validate their method and
present some findings about it. I also test a new methodology to obtain amplitude
and Ms magnitud measurements and show that Russell´s formula to compute Ms
magnitudes is more efficient for seismic discrimination problems. With this new
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methodology seismologists working on seismic discrimination problems can be certain to measure the maximum peak-to-peak Rayleigh wave amplitude and not the
amplitude of any other phase arriving in the same time window. Also the finding
about the efficiency of Russell´s formulation is of great importance to tackle seismic discrimination problems because Russell´s (2004) formula is simple and can be
applicable to different bandwidths avoiding when possible the more complicated
and noisy waveforms that dominate the shoter periods.

3.2

A probability of detection method validation

In their paper, Taylor and Patton (2006) describe the PXD used to quantify the
probability that, at a given significance level, the signal came from a nuclear explosion based on probability of detection models using only the amplitude of the
recorded signal and noise. They computed this conditional probability using a pvalue formulation (Anderson et al., 2004). No additional assumptions are necessary
for the signal from the alternative source (earthquake) other than its maximum
amplitudes are expected to be larger than those of the explosion for a given mb
magnitude. Therefore the detection classifier is applicable when there is a signal
detection (A0 ) above a specified signal-to-noise ratio (N0 ) and the detection is of
greater amplitude than the maximum expected explosion amplitude (Aαx ). This is
illustrated in 3.2 and the detection conditions can be expressed as
D ∈ {A0 > max(N0 , Aαx )}

(3.1)

The key to their technique is the development of a simple physical model to
predict the maximum expected amplitudes from a explosive source at a specific
distance and for a given body-wave magnitude. Assuming full coupling and accounting for material effects, attenuation, and amplification from tectonic release,
the maximum fundamental mode Rayleigh wave expected amplitude from an underground explosion of a given mb magnitude is given by

7
1
πloge
logAαx = logM0x − logT r −
r − logρα 2
2
Q(T )U (T )T
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Figure 3.2. (left) Sketch illustrating the expected probability distribution functions
(PDFs) for a explosion (blue solid line) and another source such an earthquake (green
dashed line) for a given mb . (right) Enlargement of the pink box in the graph to the left
showing the conditions under which the detection classifier is applicable (after Taylor
and Patton, 2006).

1 Tw
+ logAT − log
+ logApp/rms − 0.1897,
2
B

(3.2)

where M0x is the explosion moment, T is the period, r is the range, Q(T ) is the
attenuation, U (T ) is the group velocity, ρ is the density and α is the P-wave
velocity, Tw is the time window length used in isolating the Rayleigh wave, and B
is the filter bandwidth. The term logAT represents the tectonic release effect. The
term logApp/rms is the conversion factor from spectral amplitude to a time-domain
peak-to-peak amplitude measure.
Considering all the above, the computed p-values range from 0 to 1. When near
zero, the p-value indicates a low probability that the detected signal originated
from an explosion. Meanwhile a large to moderate value indicates consistency
with explosion characteristics.
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3.2.1

Data and amplitude measurements

To validate the PXD method of Taylor and Patton (2006) described above, I
measured noise and signal levels of over 1,300 earthquakes and 26 underground
explosions recorded at the broadband, digital station WMQ in western China.
The waveforms for these events are stored at the database maintained by the Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) Ground Based Nuclear Explosion Monitoring
Team (GNEM). I requested all the events recorded at station WMQ between 1997
and 2001 which occurred in the region between 29◦ and 54◦ N and 69◦ and 108◦ E,
and with a USGS PDE catalog mb . With these criteria, I retrieved waveforms
from more than 1,300 earthquakes with epicentral distances between 224 and 2300
km, and with mb magnitudes ranging between 3.0 and 6.2. Twenty-six nuclear
explosions from the former Soviet Union test site in Kazakhstan (KTS) were also
recorded at WMQ between 1987 and 1989. Their magnitudes range between 4.6
and 6.1, and the maximum event-station distance is 1007 km.
For consistency with the PXD application shown in Taylor and Patton (2006),
I followed the event processing described in Hartse et al. (1997). I first removed
the instrument response and decimated the seismograms to 1 sample/s. I removed
the signal mean and applied a short (∼ 5%) Hanning window taper. Since I
am interested in evaluating the PXD performance at short-periods, I bandpassed
the seismograms between 6 and 12 s period. I defined the measurement window
following the velocity table used for data processing from Hartse et al. (1997).
For Rayleigh waves, they used a minimum velocity of 2.20 km/s and a maximum
velocity of 3.15 km/s to constrain the measurement window. The noise window
starts at the beginning of the bandpass filtered trace until a time which is based on
a velocity value of 9 km/s. For each data window, I measured the maximum peakto-peak amplitude and the signal-to-noise ratio. These time-domain measurements
are used in the following section to compute Ms magnitudes.

3.2.2

Validation results

Following Taylor and Patton (2006), the peak-to-peak amplitude measurements
described above were converted to Ms using Rezapour and Pearce (1998). This
Ms formula was adopted by the International Data Center to determine an Ms for
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all surface waves recorded at distances less than 100◦ . The formula was developed
using theoretical aspects of dispersion and geometrical spreading, and it reads as
Ms = log

A 1
1
+ log(∆) + log(sin (∆)) + 0.0046∆ + 2.370,
T
3
2

(3.3)

where A is the Rayleigh wave amplitude (peak-to-peak in nm) measured at period
T , and ∆ is the epicentral distance.
Once the Ms magnitudes were computed, I analyzed the performance of the
PXD method and compare it with the short-period single station mb − Ms discriminant at WMQ. I first assigned a critical value of mb − Ms to be that of the
lowest explosion below which all events are declared earthquakes. This is shown
in the histogram of mb − Ms values at the top of figure 3.3. For this case, the
critical value is 0.63, which results in a false alarm (calling an event an explosion
when it is actually an earthquake) rate of 22%. Using equation 3.2 to compute the
maximum expected explosion amplitude based on the mb and distance to WMQ,
I obtain the plots at the bottom of figure 3.3.
In these mb − Ms versus mb and distance plots, P (X|Q) indicates a false alarm
(green circles), and P (Q|Q) (yellow circles) and P (X|X) (red stars) indicates correctly classified earthquakes and explosions respectively. The blue triangles represent events that were false alarms with the mb −Ms discriminant but were assigned
a low p value with the PXD analysis, and therefore are correctly identified as earthquakes. This implies a reduction of the false alarm rate from 22% to 17%. The
values in figure 3.3 were obtained assuming a Q value of 220 and a U value of 3
km/s in equation 3.2. The Q value is based on the average value of 20 s Rayleighwave attenuation models of Yang et al. (2004). However, from the atenuation term
in equation 3.2 it is evident that attenuation and group velocity tomography can
be used in the estimation of the maximum expected explosion amplitudes. Using
path-dependent attenuation and group velocity values should improve the detections and decrease the false-alarm rate. I calculated path-dependent attenuation
values from the study of Yang et al. (2004). I used the slowness tomographic
models from Chapter 2 (Maceira et al., 2005) to compute path-dependent group
velocity values. Using these refined values for those parameters in equation 3.2, I
got the false alarm rate to decrease even more to 15%.
Then the PXD method seems to be effective and for the described dataset
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Figure 3.3. (top) Histogram of mb − Ms values for the dataset under study showing
the lowest explosion value (critical point) of 0.63. (bottom) Performance comparison of
traditional mb − Ms discriminant and PXD results. See text for explanation.

the application of Taylor and Patton methodology can reduce the false alarm rate
from 22% to 15%. However, I noticed that if instead of a bandwidth from 6 to
12 s, I repeated the analysis between 8 to 12 s period, the PXD method is not so
effective and it only reduces the false alarm rate from 23% to 22%. This illustrates
how complicated the short period waveforms can be in areas of complex geology
and tectonics. Therefore, the results shown from applying the PXD method are
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somehow sensitive to the bandwidth of study. A more robust technique is needed.

3.3

An alternative Ms : mb discriminant

In the previous section, I described the PXD method of Taylor and Patton (2006)
and I validated it with a new and independent dataset. However, during the
analysis, some very interesting findings came out which can be very helpful to
scientists working on seismic discrimination problems. They are related to the
way amplitudes are measured and the formulation used to compute a Ms .
Using the same dataset described above, I computed new amplitude measurements with a new method and obtained multi-frequency surface wave magnitudes
Ms following the methodologies of Marshall and Basham (1972) (M-B Ms ) and
Russell (2004) (DR Ms ). Figure 3.4 shows a flowchart of the procedure used to
perform the amplitude measurements and compute the surface wave magnitudes.
Preprocessing of the dataset involves correcting for instrument response to ground
displacement in nm, and rotating to the great circle path using a known epicentral location. Then I filtered the displacement waveforms into five passbands with
center periods of 20, 16, 12, 10, and 7 seconds. For each filtered trace, I computed
a particle motion window and a group velocity time window. The particle motion
window is obtained by multiplying the Hilbert-transformed radial component by
the vertical component. Passing the absolute value of the resulting time series
through a band-reject filter, I get a smooth envelope function where the largest
amplitudes correspond to times consistent with Rayleigh particle motion. The
group velocity time window is computed using minimum and maximum slowness
values for the frequency band of interest from the tomographic models developed
by Maceira et al. (2005) for central Asia. Finally, the measurement window is
defined by intersection of these two time windows. An amplitude measurement is
made only on that portion of the waveform lying inside the measurement window.
If there is no intersection between the arrival time window and the particle motion
window, the result is a null trace and no amplitude measurement is made. This
is illustrated in figures 3.5 and 3.6 which show the filtered waveforms for M-B Ms
and for DR Ms respectively.
Once amplitudes and periods for each bandpass are measured, I computed the
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Figure 3.4. Flowchart of the procedure follow to perform time domain amplitude
measurements and posterior computation of surface wave magnitudes Ms .

associated Ms following two different methodologies. The M-B Ms formula is
Ms = log(A) + B(∆) + P (T ),

(3.4)

where A is the maximum zero-to-peak Rayleigh wave amplitude (in nm), B(∆) is
an attenuation correction as a function of distance (∆) in degrees, and P (T ) is a
path correction as a function of period T . The distance corrections B(∆) used for
regional distances are proportional to 0.8log(∆) since Basham (1971) showed this
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Figure 3.5. Example of waveform processing for the computation of M-B Ms . For
reference, broadband (25 to 4 s) waveforms are plotted at the top of each column, vertical
component on the left, radial component on the right. Filtered, vertical component
waveforms are plotted on the left, while the corresponding boxcar traces are plotted to
the right. The green boxcar shows the predicted Rayleigh wave arrival window, the black
boxcar shows Rayleigh wave particle motion window(s), and the red boxcar shows the
measurement window(s). The unit boxcar measurement traces are multiplied into the
filtered waveforms (to the left), and the resultant windowed traces are overlaid in red on
the bank of filtered waveforms.

relation to be valid for earthquakes and explosions with an 8-14 s period at regional
distances. For teleseismic distances, the B(∆) are approximated by 1.66log(∆).
The path correction P (T ) is estimated from the shape of a group velocity (U )
dispersion curve predicted using the method of stationary phase (Ewing et al.,
1957) with the expression:
P (T ) =
T

3
2

U
q

.

(3.5)

dU
dT

The P (T ) function for continental Eurasia from Marshall and Basham (1972)
is tabulated for periods of 10 s and longer, so the M-B M − s computed in this
study are based on measurements in just four passbands, excluding the one with
periods shorter than 10 s.
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Figure 3.6. Example of waveform processing for the computation of DR Ms for the
same event shown in figure 3.5. See figure 3.5 for explanation.

The DR Ms formulation is

1
20
Ms = log(A) + log(sin ∆) + 0.0031( )2.3 ∆
2
T
20
− 0.66log( ) − log(fc ) − 0.43,
T

(3.6)

where fc is the corner frequency of a three-pole, two-pass Butterworth filter used to
filter the displacement Rayleigh wave train before measuring the maximum zeroto-peak amplitude in nm (A). This filter is designed to minimize the effects of
dispersion by choosing an fc such that fc <

Gm in
1

T∆2

, where the minimum value of G

is ∼ 0.6 (Russell, 2004) for most continental paths and periods (8 ≤ T ≤ 25 s). In
this sense, the corner frequencies, fc , for DR Ms are dynamic since they depend
on path length as well as center period.
Following equations 3.4 and 3.6, I computed a M-B and DR Ms for each of the
five passbands for each earthquake and explosion in the dataset. The final M-B Ms
is the magnitude from the band yielding the largest magnitude. The final DR Ms is
based on the passband with the largest amplitude. Table 3.1 shows the computed
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M-B and DR Ms for the 23 explosions in the dataset with a signal-to-noise ratio
larger than 2. A similar table for the earthquakes is omitted due to its long length.

LAT
YEARMODAHRMN
198706060237
198706200053
198707170117
198708020058
198711150331
198712130321
198712270305
198802130305
198804030133
198804220930
198805040057
198806140227
198809140359
198809290659
198810180340
198811120330
198812170418
198902120415
198902170401
198907080346
198909020416
198910041129
198910190949

◦

N

49.83
49.93
49.76
49.88
49.89
49.96
49.87
49.93
49.90
49.79
49.94
50.01
49.87
41.76
49.77
50.04
49.88
49.91
49.82
49.86
50.00
49.74
49.92

LON

∆

E

km

mb

78.07
78.74
78.02
78.87
78.75
78.79
78.72
78.86
78.90
78.10
78.75
78.96
78.82
88.38
78.00
78.96
78.92
78.71
78.06
78.78
78.98
78.01
78.90

991.49
961.82
989.25
950.77
958.38
961.27
958.75
955.51
951.03
987.15
962.54
956.54
953.34
234.85
991.36
957.94
948.20
962.38
990.99
954.92
954.24
989.07
952.07

5.3
6.1
5.8
5.9
6.0
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
4.9
6.1
5.0
6.1
4.7
4.9
5.3
5.9
5.9
5.0
5.6
5.0
4.6
6.0

◦

Ms

Ms

DR

M-B

3.5
4.5
3.8
4.3
4.8
4.7
4.6
4.6
4.5
2.4
4.7
3.1
4.7
2.5
3.1
3.5
4.5
4.3
2.8
4.2
3.6
3.0
4.6

3.4
4.3
3.7
4.1
4.3
4.5
4.4
4.4
4.4
2.2
4.5
2.9
4.5
2.4
2.8
3.3
4.4
4.1
2.5
3.9
3.4
3.0
4.4

Table 3.1. Surface wave magnitudes for explosions recorded at WMQ with signal-tonoise ratio larger than 2.

Figure 3.7 is a plot of the computed M-B Ms versus DR Ms for all the events in
the dataset (blue stars). The black solid line through the measurements represents
the linear fit to the data and has a unit slope indicating that both sets of Ms
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DRMs = 0.99 M-BMs + 0.22
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Figure 3.7. Ms measurements following Marshall and Basham (1972) and Russell
(2004) methodologies. The linear fit has a unit slope indicating that both sets of Ms
values scale identically.

values scale identically. Note that DR Ms values are on average 0.22 mu larger
than M-B Ms values. This difference would be even larger if the final M-B Ms had
been computed from maximum amplitude instead of maximum magnitude.
If I now apply the analysis described in the previous section comparing the
performance of the traditional mb − Ms discriminant with the PXD method, but
now using the new amplitude and magnitude measurements (see figure 3.8), it
can be observed that the mb − Ms discriminant using Russell formulation (2004)
performs better as an earthquake identifier (21% false alarm rate) than Rezapour
and Pearce (1998) formulation (45% false alarm rate), and meanwhile the PXD
analysis seems to improve the results for the formula of Rezapour and Pearce
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(1998) reducing the false alarm rate to 31%, it does not improve the results for the
Russell formulation (still 21% false alarm rate).
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Figure 3.8. Performance comparison of traditional mb − Ms discriminant with Ms
values computed following Russell (2004) and Rezapour and Pearce (1998) formulations,
and the PXD analysis. The symbols indicate the same as in figure 3.3.

3.4

Conclusions

I have validated an innovative technique developed by Taylor and Patton (2006),
which aims to improve the performance of regional application of the traditional
Ms : mb discriminant as an earthquake identifier. The technique uses a probability
of detection model (PXD) to estimate the probability that a surface wave detection
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came from an underground explosion. I used an independent dataset consisting
of more than 1,300 earthquakes and 26 explosions recorded at station WMQ in
western China. The false alarm rates are reduced from 22% for mb − Ms to 17%
using the probability of detection model. The PXD method allows the inclusion
of regional surface wave slowness and attenuation tomographic maps. Using the
slowness tomography of Maceira et al. (2005), and the attenuation model of Yang
et al. (2004), the false alarm rates can be decreased to 15%. I have tested a new
method to obtain amplitude measurements and computed new Ms magnitudes following the methodologies of Marshall and Basham (1972) and Russell (2004). The
new amplitude measurement window is defined by the intersection of a Rayleigh
wave particle motion window and a group arrival window defined by tomographic
models. In this way, seismologists working on seismic discrimination problems can
be certain to measure the maximum peak-to-peak Rayleigh wave amplitude and
not the amplitude of any other phase arriving in the same time window, since
the characteristic retrograde particle motion of Rayleigh waves has been better
isolated. The new Ms computed from amplitudes measured in this way following
Russell´s (2004) formula proved to be an effective mb −Ms discriminant and do not
require farther analysis with the PXD method. This finding is of great importance
to tackle in an improved fashion seismic discrimination problems because Russell´s
(2004) formulation is simple and can be applicable to different bandwidths avoiding when possible the more complicated and noisy waveforms that dominate the
shoter periods.

Chapter

4

Joint inversion of surface wave
velocity and gravity observations
and its application to central Asian
basins shear velocity structure
4.1

Introduction

Knowledge of the three-dimensional continental structure is of fundamental importance to understand crustal generation and its geodynamic evolution. Inversions
for determining the three-dimensional velocity structure of the crust and mantle
have been used since the late 70´s (e.g., Aki et al., 1977). The simultaneous inversion of various, potentially different sets of geophysical observations is not a
new concept. The so called cooperative inversion defined by Lines et al. (1988)
refers to this approach and can be attained as a simultaneous inversion or as a
sequential inversion. Joint inversion treats all the data sets simultaneously and in
one data vector. Therefore a relationship must be established between the independent data. This approach was followed by Lees and VanDecar (1991) to model
seismic travel times and gravity data. They used Birch´s (1961) linear law to relate
P-wave velocity and density. On the other hand, sequential inversion treats each
data set separately on alternating steps so the results of one inversion are used
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as the initial constraint for the others. This approach was preferred by Lines et
al. (1988) and Parsons et al. (2001) between others. The different data sets used
in these cooperative inversions varied from resistivity and magnetotelluric data
(Jupp and Vozoff, 1975), to teleseismic or local travel times and gravity data (Oppenheimer and Herkenhoff, 1981; Onizawa et al., 2002), to receiver function and
surface wave dispersion observations (Julià et al., 2000, 2003, 2005), or to surface
wave group and phase velocities (Villaseñor et al., 2001). But I do not know of
any joint inversion of surface wave velocity and gravity observations.
Surface wave dispersion measurements are primarily sensitive to seismic shearwave velocities. Theoretically, the dispersion curve is a nonlinear function of
shear-wave velocity and/or compressional-wave velocity, and density of the media (Bucher and Smith, 1971). However, it has been proved (Takeuchi and Saito,
1972; Aki and Richards, 1980) that the sensitivity to the P-wave velocity is significantly smaller than the sensitivity to the S-wave velocity. Also the sensitivity
function for the density is smaller than the one for the shear-wave velocity (Bache
et al., 1978; Tanimoto, 1991). Therefore shear-velocity variations are usually the
model parameters in inversion studies of surface wave dispersion. But, at shallow depths, it is difficult to obtain high resolution and constrain the structure.
This is because the longer the period, the deeper the surface wave energy penetrates, so shorter periods are primarily sensitive to upper crustal structures. But
short periods are difficult to measure especially in tectonically and geologically
complex areas. On the other hand, gravity inversions have the greatest resolving power at shallow depths since gravity anomalies decrease in amplitude and
increase in wavelength with increasing depth. And gravity measurements supply
constraints on rock density variations. Thus by combining surface wave dispersion
and gravity observations into a single inversion, I expect to obtain a self-consistent
three-dimensional (3-D) shear-velocity-density model with increased resolution of
shallow geologic structures.
In the following sections I develop a method to jointly invert surface-wave group
velocities and free-air gravity observations. An iterative, damped least squares
inversion including smoothing is used to jointly model both data sets, using shearvelocity variations as the primary model parameters. I apply the method to investigate the structure of the crust and upper mantle beneath the Tarim and Junggar
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basins in central Asia. These basins are located in a region of dramatic past and
present tectonic processes that have left their mark in the region´s extreme variability in topography (see Figure 4.1). The Indo-Asian collision, which began 50 70 Myr ago (Molnar and Tapponier, 1975), has caused extensive crustal thickening
in Tibet and the reactivation of old mountain belts such as the Tian Shan (Molnar
and Tapponier, 1978; Yin and Harrison, 2000), with the Tarim basin acting as a
secondary indenter, transferring strain to the north and causing Tian Shan crustal
shortening and thickening (Molnar and Tapponier, 1975; England and Houseman,
1985; Neil and Houseman, 1997). The Tarim basin remains undeformed and is
thought to represent a region of stronger lithosphere (Zhang et al., 1984; Ren et
al., 1987). While still debated, an analogous model has been suggested for the
Junggar basin. Many have inferred the Junggar to represent relatively strong
lithosphere (Molnar and Tapponier, 1975; Zhang et al., 1984; Ren et al., 1987)
that may act as a secondary indenter transferring strain to the northeast resulting
in the reactivation of the Altai mountains.
From the tectonic point of view, the southern margin of the Precambrian Tarim
cratonic block is separated from the Tibetan plateau by the Altyn-Tagh fault and
the Kunlun mountain range (Figure 4.1). The Tarim basement is exposed along
the edges of the craton and it consists of Archean and Proterozoic rocks (Zhang
et al., 1984) overlain by thick sedimentary deposits that reach 11 km in thickness (Avouac et al., 1993). While the Tarim remains undeformed relative to the
Tibetan Plateau and the Tian Shan, basin-vergent thrusting has uplifted Jurassic to Neogene sedimentary sections within the basin, reflecting the propagation
of collision-induced deformation into the basin (Sobel and Dumitru, 1997). To
the north, the Tarim basin is bounded by east-west trending Tian Shan which
rise dramatically above the low basin. The Tian Shan is offset in the middle by
the Talasso-Fergano right-lateral strike-slip fault that marks a boundary of major
structural contrast at the lithospheric scale (Burov et al., 1990; Roecker et al.,
1993; Kosarev et al., 1993). Focal mechanism studies of events in the Tian Shan
region show active thrusting along the Tian Shan´s Tarim border (Ni, 1978), and
GPS studies show up to 20 mm/yr of shortening across the range (Abdrakhmatov
et al., 1996). Additionally, focal mechanisms of events occurring along the boundary between the Tian Shan and the Junggar basin suggest that the Tian Shan, to
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Figure 4.1. Regional topographic map of central Asia showing my region of study and
surroundings. Main strike-slip faults are shown in black bold lines with half arrows on
either side of the fault indicating the sense of slip. TFF, Talasso-Fergano Fault; FB,
Fergano Basin.

a lesser extent, may be actively overthrusting the Junggar (Ni, 1978).
The Junggar basin is located to the northeast of the Tarim, between the Altay
Shan to the north and the Tian Shan to the south (Figure 4.1). Contrary to the
Tarim case, sedimentological studies suggest that Precambrian basement has never
been exposed in the Junggar basin (Carroll et al., 1990). The same researchers have
interpreted the Junggar as either a remnant ocean basin or as a trapped back-arc
basin analogous to the southern Caspian and Black seas (Coleman, 1989; Carroll
et al., 1990). This view is in conflict with the idea of the Junggar representing a
relatively strong lithosphere (Molnar and Tapponier, 1975; Zhang et al., 1984, Ren
et al., 1987) that transfers strain to the northeast resulting in the reactivation of
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the Altay mountains.
Improved knowledge of the shear velocity structure of these two sedimentary
basins is of fundamental importance for understanding the geodynamic evolution
of these large, important tectonic structures. Moreover, the better the models are,
the more confidently and accurately we can detect and locate small events, which
are recorded only at regional distances, and therefore improve our monitoring
capabilities for the comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban-Treaty.

4.2

Method

To obtain the 3-D shear-wave velocity model I parameterize it in terms of onedimensional (1-D), depth-dependent velocity profiles determined at the center of
each cell in a grid of 1◦ by 1◦ . In each cell I consider two sets of data points:
fundamental-mode group velocities and free-air gravity anomalies. As I mentioned
in the previous section, surface wave dispersion measurements are primarily sensitive to seismic shear-wave velocities, and the gravity measurements supply constraints on density variations.
The relationship between the velocity structure and either data set can be
expressed as
y = F[x],

(4.1)

where y is an M -dimensional vector of data, x is an N -dimensional vector of the
shear-wave velocities in a given set of fixed-thickness plane layers, and F is a nonlinear operator that relates the data and model spaces. The non-linear problem
stated in (4.1) can be linearized into a system of equations and can be solved using
standard least-squares techniques (Wiggins, 1972; Jackson, 1972). My approach to
joint inversion is very similar and basically follows the scheme described by Julià
et al. (2000), except for the gravity anomalies that I describe below. Therefore,
if m is the vector of unknowns, i.e., a nxv matrix m = (m11 , m21 , ..., mn1 , ..., mnv )
with mij being the shear-wave velocity of the j layer of the cell i of the grid space,
and m0 the vector containing an initial guess for those velocities, the system of
equations to be inverted can be written in the form
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where Ds and Dg are matrices containing the partial derivatives of the seismic
shear-wave velocity model for the dispersion and gravity estimates, respectively,
rs and rg are the corresponding residual vectors, and ws2 and wg2 are weights to
equalize the two data sets. Following Julià et al. (2000), those weights are defined
as N σk2 where N is the number of data points for the specific data set and σk2 is
the kth data point variance. Due to the difficulty estimating an accurate value
for the variance of the dispersion measurements obtained from tomographic maps,
I assume a constant uncertainty on the group velocity values equal to 0.05 km/s
for each period. p(T ) is a period-dependent function that controls the trade-off
between fitting both data sets. It is defined relative to an influence factor of 1
for the gravity observations. The matrix ∆ constructs the second difference model
and, together with the smoothing parameter η, makes the resulting 1-D models in
each cell vary smoothly. W is a diagonal matrix containing constraint weights to
the a priori velocity values in ma . The matrix S constructs the first differences
between shear-velocity values in adjacent grid cells and ensures lateral smoothing
across the region.

4.2.1

Gravity anomaly computation

Following Talwani (1973), the gravity anomaly ∆g at a point (x, y, z) due to density
anomalies ∆ρ in the region V can be expressed as
Z
∆g(x, y, z) =

G
V

z´− z
∆ρ(x´, y´, z´)dx´dy´dz´,
r3

(4.3)

where G is Newton´s gravitational constant, and r is the geometrical distance between the point where I am calculating the anomaly and the location of the density
anomaly (x´, y´, z´). The volume integral in equation (4.3) is analytically difficult to
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compute if the density varies continuously inside the volume V . However, the
gravity anomaly associated with a rectangular prism of constant density is easy to
compute analytically (Nagy, 1966; Talwani, 1973). Therefore, I choose to compute
the gravity anomaly at each grid point by converting my model into prisms of
constant density, and calculate the effect of each prism individually. I follow the
formula derived by Plouff (1976) to calculate the 3-D gravity anomalies of a prism
with arbitrary dimensions

g = Gρ

2
X

h

s zk tan

−1



i,j,k=1

xi yj
zk Rijk


− xi ln (Rijk + yj )

i
− yj ln (Rijk + xi ) ,
where Rijk =

(4.4)

q

x2i + yj2 + zk2 , s = si sj sk , and s1 = −1 and s2 = +1 (see figure

4.2). The total gravity anomaly at a given observation point ∆g(m, n) can then
be computed by adding the contribution of all the resultant gravity anomalies of
all the prisms in the model
∆g(m, n) =

m X
n
X

gmn .

(4.5)

i=1 j=1

Plouff (1976) showed that irregularly shaped models can be approximated at
fine scales by making the widths of the prisms small enough, and then accurate
gravity anomalies can be computed for any arbitrarily shaped 3-D model. Seber
et al. (2001) tested this approach against well known 2-D gravity programs and
showed that the variations in the computed anomalies are on the order of a few
milligals.
Because of my 3-D model parameterization in terms of 1-D depth-dependent
profiles, the prisms used in the computation of the gravity anomalies coincide with
the cells in my gridded model. Therefore each cell in my model is a prism with
horizontal dimensions of 1◦ by 1◦ and the corresponding layer depth value as the
third dimension. The layers depths vary from 2 km in the shallow sediments and
crust to 5 km in the upper mantle to 10 km underneath and up to a depth of 300
km. This can be computationally challenging, but we can reduce the size of the
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Figure 4.2. Gravity anomalies calculation for a 3-D model. (a) The gravity anomaly
associated with a rectangular prism of constant density can be computed analytically
following Plouff (1976). (b) The gravity anomaly at a given observation point ∆(g)(m, n)
(black square) can be computed by adding the contribution of all the resultant gravity
anomalies of all prisms in the model. To improve the efficiency of the inversion problem,
I arranged the contributing prisms by their Manhattan distance to the observation point
defining different shells (see text for explanation). Cells in the same shell are represented
by the same shade of gray.

problem following the approach described in the sections below.

4.2.2

Seismic velocities and density

One of the difficulties with joint inversions is to determine a relationship between
the independent data sets. In this case, to jointly invert surface wave dispersion
and gravity observations, we require constraints between seismic velocities and
density. The most commonly used is that of a linear relationship with constant
coefficients throughout the medium
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α = 3.125ρ − 2.40,

(4.6)

where α is the seismic P-wave velocity and ρ is density. This approach was introduced by Birch (1961) based on laboratory measurements of rock samples. However, Birch´s law mainly fits measurements from crustal and mantle rocks (Fowler,
1990) meaning that it is more appropriate for denser and deeper rocks. Due to
my interest in the shallow geological structures and the existence of those large
sedimentary basins in my area of study, I also require a relationship applicable to
shallower rocks. Gardner et al. (1974) set forth certain relationships between rock
physical properties, rock composition, and environmental conditions. They were
primarily concerned with seismic P-wave velocity and density of different types
of sedimentary rocks in different environments. But their study does not contain
samples with density lower than 2 g/cm3 . For that reason, I chose the relationship between seismic velocities and density of sedimentary rocks referred as to the
Nafe-Drake curve after its originators (Nafe and Drake, 1963). I selected Onizawa
et al. (2002) polynomial fit to the non-linear trend of the data
α = 6.86 − 7.55ρ + 2.64ρ2

(4.7)

Finally, I constructed a relationship by combination of those two empirical ones
ρ(α) = cos2 φ ρ2 (α) + sin2 φ ρ1 (α),

(4.8)

where ρ1 and ρ2 refer to the density as a function of P-wave velocity following
equations 4.6 and 4.7 respectively, and φ is the interpolation function defined as
φ=

π 1 + tanh [ξ(α − αc )]
,
2
2

(4.9)

where ξ is a weight that I set equal to 0.5 and αc is the P-wave velocity critical
value around which we want to switch between both empirical relationships. For
this study I set αc to be 6.2 km/s. Figure 4.3 illustrates the interpolation method.
Also plotted in figure 4.3 are the measurements performed by Christensen and
Mooney (1995) for different types of rocks at different depths and temperatures.
The match to the interpolated function is good. In the same figure, I also plotted
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Brocher´s (2005) relationship for a latter discussion.
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Figure 4.3. Relationships between P-wave velocity and density used in this study. The
solid green line is Onizawa et al. (2002) polynomial fit to laboratory measurements
on sediments and sedimentary rocks summarized by Nafe and Drake (1963). The solid
blue line is the empirical linear relationship known as Birch´ law (1961). Using the
interpolation function φ represented by the dashed black line, I constructed a relationship
by combination of the two empirical ones. The interpolated function is represented by
the solid red line. Light green stars are rock measurements performed by Christensen
and Mooney (1995) at different depths and temperatures. The solid cyan line is Brocher
(2005) relationship.

Ludwig et al. (1970) measured seismic S-wave velocity versus density for several
igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks, but the number of samples is not
large enough. Therefore, in my joint inversion, the constraint between S-wave
velocity (β) and density is made through equation (4.8) and
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α = νβ

(4.10)

where ν is given by the a priori model (m0 ) for an initial guess and it is consequently
updated in each iteration.

4.2.3

Simplifying gravity computations and convergence

The method described in the sections above is challenging from a computational
point of view. In a naive approach, the inclusion of smoothing between cells
requires the inversion of a matrix whose dimension increases quadratically in the
total number of cells. In addition, the gravity value at a given point is due to the
contribution of more than one cell (see section 3.2.1). The correlation between
a given cell and the others is a decaying function of the distance. The same is
true for the contribution of each cell to the gravity on a given point. Therefore,
the effect of the neighboring cells on the inversion should be negligible beyond a
certain distance. This simple observation leads to a significant improvement in
the efficiency (memory requirements) of the inversion process. First, I classify
the neighboring cells according to their Manhattan distance, t, to the cell under
consideration. The nearest-neighbor cells belong to the first shell, the next-nearestneighbors belong to the second shell and so on (see Figure 4.2). Second, I invert
each individual cell separately including the neighboring cells up to a given shell.
Finally, I study the convergence of the shear velocity model as a function of the
number of shells included in the inversion process.
The convergence of the model as a function of the number of shells is illustrated
in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. Figure 4.4a shows the 1-D shear-velocity model of a typical
cell as a function of depth (model AK135 for depths below 100 km). The model
converges very rapidly as a function of the number of shells, the result being
practically identical for two and three shells. A similar conclusion is obtained from
the synthetics to the dispersion measurements of the same cell (Figure 4.4b). The
fit to the observed dispersion curve (black solid line) is almost the same using
two or three shells of neighbors. Figure 4.5 shows the predicted free-air gravity
anomaly maps obtained with different numbers of shells for a specific 3-D density
model. In this case, convergence is achieved including three shells of neighbors.
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Figure 4.4. Convergence of the model and the fit to the dispersion observations as a
function of the number of shells included in the inversion process. (a) Evolution of the
1-D shear-velocity model of a typical cell as a function of depth. (b) Evolution of the
synthetics to the dispersion measurements for the same cell.

These convergence analyses indicate that we can neglect the contribution from
cells beyond the third shell.
In this way the dimension of the matrix to be inverted has been reduced from
qNT2

to qn2t , where q is a fixed number depending on the number of layers and data

points, NT is the total number of cells in my gridded model (NT =456 in my case),
and nt is the number of cells within a Manhattan distance equal or smaller than t
(nt =25 for t =3).Therefore, the size of the problem has been reduced dramatically.
I also perform another convergence test to study the evolution of the resulting
model as a function of the number of iterations. Figure 4.6 shows the results for
a typical cell. The resulting models (figure 4.6a) converged to a stable solution
after 5 iterations. In the same way, the synthetics of the surface wave dispersion
curve (figure 4.6b) converged to the observed data in 5 iterations. In consequence,
I perform the joint inversions with 6 iterations.
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Figure 4.5. Predicted free-air gravity anomalies for a random 3-D density model when
I use (a) no shell, (b) one shell, (c) two shells, (d) three shells, and (e) four shells of
neighbors in the computation of the gravity anomalies.

4.3
4.3.1

Data
Surface-wave dispersion observations

My dispersion velocity data set consists of fundamental mode Rayleigh-wave group
velocities. These dispersion observations were taken from a surface wave tomographic study by Maceira et al. (2005). They computed short-period, high-
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Figure 4.6. Evolution of the iterated 1-D solutions for a specific cell (a) and the
corresponding fits to the dispersion observations (b) for the same cell.

resolution surface wave slowness maps for central Asia using a Bayesian approach.
They retrieved broadband waveform data from more than 1100 events that occurred between 69◦ and 108◦ E and 29◦ and 54◦ N. Using multiple-filter and phasematched filter techniques, they measured the dispersion characteristics of the signals between 6 and 30 s period. These Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion
curves were used to compute high-resolution, half-degree cell size, slowness tomographic maps. Their tomographic images display low velocities associated with
the major sedimentary basins in the area (Tarim, Junggar, and Qaidam basins),
meanwhile higher velocities are associated with mountainous tectonic features such
as the Tian Shan. In general, the tomographic patterns in their model show a very
good correlation with known geologic and tectonic features in the area (see figure
4.7), which motivates this study.
The study by Maceira et al. (2005) focuses on group velocity only and on the
short-period range, 10 periods between 6 and 30 s to be exact. Knopoff and Chang
(1977) observed that the inversion of Rayleigh wave group velocity leads to better
resolution of the S-wave velocity by about a factor of 2 compared to the inversion of
Rayleigh wave phase velocities. On the other hand, the dispersion measurements
of Maceira et al. extend up to over 100 s. I used those measurements and, following
the same Bayesian (Tarantola, 1987) technique and for completeness, I computed
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Figure 4.7. (top) Simplified geological map showing the location of the Tarim basin
and main geological features of this large sedimentary basin in central Asia (after Carroll
et al., 2001). (bottom) Bayesian Rayleigh wave slowness tomographic model for a period
of 10 s (Maceira et al., 2005), showing the same area as the top figure. Some of the main
features of the Tarim basin such as the Manjaer depression (slower velocities) and the
central uplift (higher velocities) are obvious in their model.

slowness tomographic maps for 10 periods more between 30 and 100 s (see figure
4.8 for a sample of these models). I use this whole set of tomographic maps except
for the one at 6 s period. Short-period dispersion is very difficult to measure and I
consider that the ray path coverage at 6 s is not sufficient (see figure 4 in Maceira
et al., 2005). Therefore, I obtained 19 fundamental mode Rayleigh wave group
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velocity observations for each cell in my gridded model.
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Figure 4.8. Rayleigh wave slowness maps for (a) 40 s, (b) 60 s, (c) 80 s, and (d) 100 s
periods. The slowness values are expressed in s/km. Note that the color scale is different
for each map to keep the details in each image.
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4.3.2

Gravity observations

I combine the group velocities described above with gravity measurements to better constrain the shear-velocity structure underneath central Asia with increased
resolution of shallow geologic structures. I use gravity observations extracted
from the global gravity model derived from the Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE) satellite mission. A detailed description of the satellite
data and the computation of the new generation of Earth gravity field models
can be found at Tapley et al. (2005). This global gravity model (available at
http://www.csr.utexas.edu/grace/gravity, last accessed April 2006) is an improvement upon previous models derived from geodetic satellites alone. Previously unobservable tectonic features are now evident in the new images of gravity anomalies,
providing an increase accuracy and resolution.
Figure 4.9 show the free-air gravity anomalies for my region of interest. Warm
colors represent gravity highs such as the one from the Himalayas and Tibetan
Plateau region where colliding plates produce this area of uplift. Gravity lows,
meaning a mass deficit, are represented by cold colors. The large basins in the
area, Tarim and Junggar, have thick sediment sections that produce substantial
regional gravity variations (up to several hundred mgal).
At this point, I should note that the gravity observations used in this study
are gravity anomalies and, therefore, they are deviations of the gravity field from
a standard value. The gravity anomalies estimates described in section 3.2.1 are
in fact absolute values of gravitational attraction at an observation point due to
a rectangular prism. To be able to compare the computed and observed values, I
need to define a reference density model. Figure 4.10 shows the 1-D density model
used as reference and which was computed as the mean density model resulting
from running the inversion without gravity observations.

4.4

Results and Discussion

It’s well known that traditional inversion techniques of surface wave dispersion data
for seismic structure suffer from poor resolution and nonuniqueness, especially
when a single surface wave mode is used (Huang et al., 2003). Joint inversion
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Figure 4.9. Gravity observations used in this study and extracted from the global
gravity model derived from the GRACE satellite mission. Cold colors represent gravity
lows meaning a mass deficit. Warm colors are gravity highs.

approaches can help alleviate the problem. An example of this it is shown in Figure
4.11. Figure 4.11 shows the gravity (bottom left) and dispersion (top left) data
for a typical cell in my gridded model together with the fits to these observations
resulting from the inversion of only dispersion data (middle column) and from
the joint inversion (right column). The 3-D velocity model obtained from the
joint inversion fits simultaneously both data sets. The resultant model from only
inverting dispersion observations does not fit the gravity anomaly map even to a
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first order.
With this in mind, I applied the joint inversion methodology explained in Section 3.2 to the surface wave velocities and gravity observations described in the
previous section. Figure 4.12 shows 3-D S wave velocity variations at constant
depths of 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 44, 100, and 150 km.
I would like to compare my 3-D shear-wave velocity model to previous seismic
wave velocity models of the crust and upper mantle in central Asia. Some of these
models available in the literature are global models (CUB 1.0 from Shapiro and
Riztwoller, 2002; SAIC model from Stevens et al., 2001) constructed from surface
wave dispersion measurements. They are mainly focused in the deep-structure and
in large features, making it difficult to compare them to my regional results. Other
models follow a Pn and/or Sn tomography approach (e.g. Ritzwoller et al., 2002b;
Liang et al., 2004; Hearn et al., 2004; Phillips et al., 2005) and therefore they are
focused on the seismic velocities below the crust-mantle discontinuity rather than in
seismic velocities variations along depth. There are also some regional P-wave high-
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Figure 4.11. Comparison of data fits from the inversion of only surface wave dispersion
observations and from the joint inversion of dispersion and gravity observations. Top
panels from left to right: surface wave dispersion data for a typical cell in my gridded
model (blue line); fit to the dispersion data from inverting only dispersion data (green
line); fit to the dispersion data from the joint inversion (red line). Bottom panels from left
to right: GRACE data for the region under study; predicted free-air gravity anomalies
from the model resulting from inverting only dispersion observations; predicted free-air
gravity anomalies from the model resulting from the joint inversion.

resolution tomography models (e.g. Sun et al., 2004; Sun and Toksöz, 2006) and
some S-wave velocity models constructed from surface wave tomography (Wu et al.,
1997; Villaseñor et al., 2001; Huang et al., 2003). In general and for the area that
I am concerned with, they show low velocity features at shallow depths associated
with the major sedimentary basins and most of the Tian Shan region. They present
high velocity anomalies in the lower crust beneath Precambrian regions such as
the Tarim basin. The Pn tomographic studies show high Pn beneath major basins
in western China such as western Tarim and Junggar basins. Those studies also
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Figure 4.12. S-wave velocity model at constant depth slices. The depth of each image
is shown at the top of each map. Velocity values are expressed in km/s. Note the color
scheme is different for each image.

show low Pn in the western Tian Shan and high Pn in the eastern Tian Shan.
For the most part, the model resulting from the joint inversion and presented in
Figure 4.12 agrees well with the main features observed in the mentioned previous
studies. At shallow depths, the images are dominated by slow velocities in the
Tarim and Junggar basins. This is a predictable result because of the clear pres-
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ence of low velocities associated with the known major sedimentary basins in the
tomographic images at short periods (Maceira et al., 2005). However, the seismic
structure in these basins is slower than those obtained without including the gravity in the inversion process. I think that this is an improvement of my 3-D model
since seismic discrimination has proven the need of slower velocities at shorter
periods (i.e. shallower layers) in those sedimentary basins (H. J. Patton personal
communication). To show the improvement, I revised the amplitude measurements
described in the previous Chapter. I reapplied the amplitude measurement method
by intersection of the particle motion window and the group arrival window, and
compare the previous results with those using the new 3D model resulting from the
joint inversion to define the group arrival window. Figure 4.13 shows an example
of the waveform processing in both cases. The new 3D model (bottom plot) is
able to better predict the arrival of the surface waves at shorter periods (compare
windows at 12 s period). I performed this test for 46 nuclear explosions and found
that in 73% of the cases, the 3D model from the joint inversion is able to predict
the surface wave arrival at shorter periods meanwhile the dispersion observations
only model is not.
Velocity images at mid-crustal depths show differences between eastern and
western Tarim. Deeper in the crust and upper mantle, fast velocity regions are
found beneath the basins. This is usually interpreted as an indication of old,
cold, thick lithospheric blocks that have not been greatly deformed or modified by
tectonic activity since their emplacement. The upper mantle velocity slice at 55
km depth shows once more differences between the east and west part of the Tarim
basin. In this case, western Tarim displays faster velocities than the eastern side
which is in good agreement with previous observations (Liang and Song, 2004; Sun
and Toksöz, 2006). Depth slices at deeper depths (figure 4.12 for 100, and 150 km)
are more puzzling. It is like if those greater depth velocities were trying to mirror
the gravity observations. Perhaps the near-surface model cannot explain the high
wavenumbers in the GRACE observations. Then my shallow model explains the
smooth features in the GRACE data leaving only the higher wavenumbers, which
get mapped to greater depths. Future work will seek even better models. This
could be accomplish reducing the grid sampling and using many more cells or with
more heavily lateral smoothing with depth (based on the wavelengths than sample
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a)

b)

Figure 4.13. Example of waveform processing for the computation of DR Ms using (a)
the dispersion observations only model and (b) the 3D model resulting from the joint
inversion, for defining the predicted Rayleigh wave arrival window (green boxcar). See
figure 3.5 for explanation.

those depths).
A reasonable question that can rise from all this discussion is the reliability of
the relationship used in this study to relate seismic velocities and density. As it
was explained in Section 3.2.2, I used a combination of two existing empirical relationships. One more suitable for sedimentary rocks after Nafe and Drake (1963),
and the well-known Birch´s Law (1961) more appropriate for basement rocks. To
my knowledge, there is not a unique and universal relationship applicable to all
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types of lithologies at every single depth under all possible conditions of temperature and pressure. However, it has come to my attention a recent publication
on the subject by Brocher (2005) (see figure 4.3). Therefore I built up his new
empirical relations between seismic velocities and density in my inversion scheme
and studied the results. The top plot of figure 4.14 shows the GRACE gravity data
used in this study relative to the gravity value at a specific point. The bottom
plot shows the predicted gravity anomalies from the 3-D model computed with the
new relationship relative to the value at the same point. The new seismic model
reproduces the main features present in the GRACE model quite well but do not
seem to improve the fit obtained in this study. Considering that Brocher´s (2005)
relationship requires a fifth order polynomial fit, I decided to use the realtionship
constructed in this study because I consider it simpler and it fits the data equally
well, so it seems appropriate for this case. Future studies of the application of this
methodology to different regions around the world with new datasets will give us
more insight into the usefulness of these empirical relationships.

4.5

Conclusions

I have formulated a new inversion scheme that allows the joint inversion of surface
wave velocity and gravity observations for a three-dimensional shear-wave velocity
model with increased resolution of shallow geologic structures (up to about 20 km
depth). Surface wave dispersion observations are sensitive to seismic shear-wave
velocities, and gravity measurements provide constraints on rock density variations. To integrate both data sets, I constructed a relationship between seismic
velocities and density through the combination of two empirical relations. One
most appropriate for porous sediments and sedimentary rocks and determined by
Nafe and Drake, and a linear Birch´s Law more applicable to denser rocks. I used
an iterative, damped least squares inversion scheme with smoothing to jointly
model both data sets. Synthetic data fits to the observations show how the 3-D
velocity model obtained from the joint inversion can simultaneously fit both data
sets meanwhile the resultant model from only inverting dispersion observations
does not fit the gravity data even to a first order.
The inversion method was applied to investigate the structure of the crust and
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Figure 4.14. (top) Gravity observation derived from the global GRACE model for the
region under study relative to the value at a specific point. (bottom) Gravity anomalies
for the same region and relative to the value at the same point computed from the 3-D
model obtained using Brocher´s (2005) empirical relation between seismic velocities and
density.

upper mantle beneath two large sedimentary basins in central Asia: the Tarim and
the Junggar. The main features of the obtained model are summarized as follows:
(1) low velocities in the basins dominate the images at shallow depths, which is to
be expected due to the large amount of sediments found in the Tarim and Junggar
basins; (2) high lower-crust and upper-mantle velocities underneath the Tarim
basin, which is interpreted as an indication of old, cold, and thick lithosphere that
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has not been greatly deformed; and (3) velocity images suggest differences between
eastern and western Tarim in its crustal and upper-mantle structure.

Chapter

5

Final remarks
The different accomplishments through this research study can be summarized as
follows. First, I have refined previous Rayleigh wave group velocity tomographic
maps in central Asia using a Bayesian framework. I analyzed waveform data from
more than 1100 events recorded by 11 seismic stations in a small region of central Asia. These recordings produced more than 6500 paths, and I estimated
individual dispersion curves for each of them performing a multiple filter analysis
together with the application of phase match filter techniques. The inversion of
these dispersion curves using a Bayesian approach produced Rayleigh wave slowness tomography maps in the period band between 6 and 30 s. The refined maps
are close to the background model at long periods but they contain significant additional information at the shorter periods (6-15 s) and the grid size is smaller (0.5◦
compared to 1◦ for the a priori model). Additionally, my model shows high resolution and correlates well with the tectonics and geology of the area. In general, the
tomographic images display low velocities associated with the known sedimentary
basins of the region such as Tarim, Junggar, and Qaidam basins. High velocities
relate to the mountainous tectonic features such as Tian Shan. I have also evaluated the effectiveness of my model in predicting measured data and show that my
images improve seismic discrimination, especially at shorter periods.
Secondly, I have validated an innovative technique developed by Taylor and
Patton (2006), which aims to improve the performance of regional application of
the traditional Ms : mb discriminant as an earthquake identifier. The technique
uses a probability of detection model (PXD) to estimate the probability that a
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surface wave detection came from an underground explosion. I used an independent
dataset consisting of more than 1,300 earthquakes and 26 explosions recorded at
station WMQ in western China. The false alarm rates are reduced from 22%
for mb − Ms to 17% using the probability of detection model. Including regional
surface wave slowness and attenuation tomographic models to determine pathspecific group velocities and attenuation, the false alarm rates can be decreased to
15%.
During this evaluation exercise I have devised and tested a new method to
obtain amplitude measurements and computed new Ms magnitudes following the
methodologies of Marshall and Basham (1972) and Russell (2004). The new amplitude measurement window is defined by the intersection of a Rayleigh wave
particle motion window and a group arrival window defined by my tomographic
models. In this way, I am certain to measure the maximum peak-to-peak Rayleigh
wave amplitude. The new Ms computed from amplitudes measured in this way
following Russell’s (2004) formula proved to be an effective mb − Ms discriminant
and do not require farther analysis with the PXD method. This finding is of great
importance to seismologists working on seismic discrimination problems.
Finally, I have formulated a new inversion scheme that allows the joint inversion of surface wave velocity and gravity observations for a three-dimensional
shear-wave velocity model with increased resolution of shallow geologic structures.
Surface wave dispersion observations are sensitive to seismic shear-wave velocities,
and gravity measurements provide constraints on rock density variations. To integrate both data sets, I constructed a relationship between seismic velocities and
density through the combination of two empirical relations. One most appropriate
for porous sediments and sedimentary rocks and determined by Nafe and Drake,
and a linear Birch´s Law more applicable to denser rocks. I used an iterative,
damped least squares inversion scheme with smoothing to jointly model both data
sets. Synthetic data fits to the observations show how the 3-D velocity model
obtained from the joint inversion can simultaneously fit both data sets meanwhile
the resultant model from only inverting dispersion observations does not fit the
gravity data even to a first order.
Then, I have applied the inversion method to investigate the three-dimensional
structure of the crust and upper mantle beneath the two largest sedimentary basins
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that are present in my region of study in central Asia: the Tarim and the Junggar.
The main features of the obtained model can be summarized as follows: (1) low
velocities in the basins dominate the images at shallow depths, which is to be
expected due to the large amount of sediments found in the Tarim and Junggar
basins; (2) high lower-crust and upper-mantle velocities underneath the Tarim
basin, which is interpreted as an indication of old, cold, and thick lithosphere that
has not been greatly deformed; and (3) velocity images suggest differences between
eastern and western Tarim in its crustal and upper-mantle structure.
Future work should aim to improve the new inversion technique that I have
developed to jointly invert surface wave dispersion measurements and gravity observations for three-dimensional shear-wave velocity models. One potential path
to follow will be to reduce the grid sampling (e.g., 0.5◦ by 0.5◦ ) and use many
more cells. Also heavier lateral smoothing with depth (based on the wavelengths
than sample those depths) should help. Another possibility will be the inclusion of
receiver functions, which should constraint even better the model of the cell where
the seismic station is located and, by smoothing, all the cells surrounding it.
Since the combination of dispersion and gravity observations tends to slow down
the sedimentary basins in the region compared to the inversion of only dispersion
measurements, a new direction of work will be to use the new three-dimensional
models to construct phase-matched filters and applied them to the seismograms
regionally recorded in the area. It seems to me that phase-matched filters constructed in this way would better capture and compress the energy at short periods improving the performance of phase-matched filters for seismic discrimination
purposes.
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